
 Bamonyo 
 [CRYPTO BAM] 

 By Tiny Hotels Group, January 2022 

 www.bamonyo.com  = ERC-20 on the blockchain  polygon.technology 

http://www.bamonyo.com/
https://polygon.technology/


 Bamonyo is the cryptocurrency (= coin, utility token) 
 that provides access to the services of Tiny Hotels 
 (  www.tiny-hotels.fr  ), a chain of sustainable hotels 
 made up of private tiny houses located in exceptional 
 destinations. 

http://www.tiny-hotels.fr/


 We plan to create close to 10,000 hotels worldwide. For 
 this, we are discussing with crypto investors and 
 investment funds. To achieve our goals, we have also 
 launched an ICO (Initial Coin O�ering) which you can 
 benefit from by buying and trading our coins. 

 Our plan is to build quality hotels made up of Tinya Home tiny 
 houses from TINYA (  www.tinya.fr  , which is also our  Brand). 

 We work to provide the best possible customer experience for our 
 guests. For example, for the opening and the closing of the doors 
 of the tiny houses, we are working with  Xaomi  to integrate  their 
 connected locks with facial recognition. Regarding the solar panels 
 we are working with  Solarclothsystem.com  to get very  thin and 
 flexible panels. 

http://www.tinya.fr/
https://fr.gizchina.it/2021/04/xiaomi-mi-smart-door-lock-face-unlock-x-serratura-smart-riconoscimento-volto/
http://www.solarclothsystem.com/


 We want sustainable hotels, using water from the air 
 and from the ocean. This is why we have given this 
 mission for all our hotels to  GIWEH  (Global Institute  of 
 Water Environment & Health):  www.giweh.ch  which is 
 located in the United Nations organization. 

 This partnership opened the  United Nations  doors to  us because 
 we decided to donate our excess water free of charge to the 
 villagers behind each of our hotels. 

 We will soon and regularly give conferences at the 
 United Nations in which key people and worldwide 
 journalists will participate. 

http://www.giweh.ch/
http://www.giweh.ch/
https://www.un.org/


 The first destination we chose is Zanzibar because 
 the destination is the one that has experienced the 
 strongest growth for the last 5 years. 

 Zanzibar has ideal sunshine all year round and the 
 final tourism prices are good. 



 A strategic take-o� in two stages is planned: 

 1.  100 hotels in Zanzibar (2022, 2023) 
 2.  In parallel, an international development (from 2023) 



 The first hotel is made up of 5 private tiny houses, a central 
 swimming pool and a tiny restaurant with a covered terrace. The 
 beach plot is located in Pwani Mchangani and close to one of the 
 most popular locations for activities such as swimming with 
 dolphins and snorkeling. 

 You can watch our videos on our YouTube channel: 

 https://youtu.be/c9-ny8JLxNY 
 https://youtu.be/S2lMr-6h_r4 

https://youtu.be/c9-ny8JLxNY
https://youtu.be/S2lMr-6h_r4


 We will o�er many activities such as horse 
 riding, boat trips, etc. This will help increase 
 the value of the BAMs. 

 Customer experience is very important to us and everything 
 will be managed thanks to our app including the payment of 
 the services of our hotels.  All hotel services will  only be 
 accessible with BAMs  (this is why our coin is a utility  token). 



 Who are we ? 

 We are a committed team. 

 Florentin Pogba  , well connected international soccer 
 player. He brings his image to the project and his network. 



 Camille Semet  , soccer player agent passionate about the 
 hotel industry. He brings to the company a database of 
 more than 1,000 professional players. 

 Guillaume Gabillet  , CEO of the company behind TINYA.fr 
 (manufacturer of high-end tiny houses used for the 
 hotels). He will supervise the construction of the group's 
 hotels. 

 Vedat Gedik  , co-founder TINYA.fr. In his career, he  has 
 already built 400 e-commerce websites and a successful 
 influencing marketing platform for 5,000 leading 
 influential blogs and internet magazines and 5,000 
 brands, agencies and retailers. 



 Mathias Pogba  , is a professional footballer. He joined  the 
 core team and he will use his influence, his substantial 
 network connections and his knowledge of the hotel 
 industry to ensure this project will be known globally. 



 More about Bamonyo utility token 

 On Friday, October 1, 2021, 10 billion BAMs were issued 
 (BAM being the diminutive of Bamonyo and BAMs its 
 plural). They are distributed as follows: 

 ●  5 billion BAMs available for sale (for investors who 
 would like to trade them in exchanges), 

 ●  5 billion BAMs kept by Tiny Hotels Group for marketing 
 and technological development purposes. 

 The initial value of the BAM is 1 BAM = 1 €. 



 Keep in mind that the more hotels are built and the more 
 we do celebrity marketing, the more the value of BAMs 
 should increase. 

 The first target destination is Zanzibar where we are going 
 to build 100 hotels made up of private tiny houses. 30% of 
 the hotels will be located in Pemba Island, 10% in Mafia 
 Island and 60% in Zanzibar itself. This concentration in 
 phase 1 will allow us at the same time to develop the 
 factory producing the tiny houses in kit form. This will 
 facilitate the opening of the rest of the hotels in the world. 



 The 5 billion kept BAMs are using as follows: 

 ●  Purchase of image rights of players and celebrities 
 (50% = 2.5 billions) 

 ●  Development of a DeFi and an exchange platform (10% 
 = 500 millions) 
 Nota: We have already created a high performance and secure by design 
 matching engine. Our technology development company with 15 engineers is 
 Talium Assets  . The platform that we use for our ICO  has already cost us more 
 than a million euros and it is very advanced and allows functions allowing us to 
 control the circulation of tokens, fraud, exchange between owners before 
 sending tokens to exchanges, etc. 

 ●  Deep research and development of new innovative IT 
 services (10% = 500 millions) 

 ●  Buying space in digital media (20% = 1 billion) 

https://www.talium-assets.com/


 ●  Sponsorship of sporting and charitable events 
 managed on the blockchain with transparency (10% = 
 500 millions) 

 Tiny Hotels Group aims to innovate in the hotel industry 
 and in related products and services. 

 We are aware that the more services that 
 can be used with BAMs, the more the 

 value of the BAM will increase… 



 Very soon, the BAMs will make it possible to: 

 ●  Stay in Tiny Hotels 
 ●  Access hotel bars and restaurants 
 ●  Access services and activities such as boat trips, 

 safaris, horseback riding, educational tours, car 
 rentals, etc. 

 ●  Access transport services (plane, taxi and boat) 
 ●  Participate in sports and well-being activities 
 ●  Access the products and services of local partners 



 The purchase of BAMs will be done automatically through 
 a mobile application without asking customers to go to 
 the exchange platforms. Everything will be easy for the 
 users of Tiny Hotels services: 

 ●  In the application, the prices will be displayed in € (or 
 in other currency depending on the location of the 
 customer) + in BAMs equivalent. 

 ●  Customers who do not have BAMs will be asked to 
 register their bank card and pay in the currency of 
 their choice. Regardless of the currency used by the 
 customer, the company's mobile application will 
 automatically take care of acquiring BAMs on the 
 exchange platforms and paying for the services 
 consumed in BAMs. 





 Regarding the construction of the Tiny Hotels, our road 
 map is: 

 ●  2022/2023: 100 hotels in Zanzibar 
 ●  2024: 1000 Tiny Hotels in total (+ start of 

 internationalization) 
 ●  2025: 2000 Tiny Hotels in total 
 ●  2026: 3000 Tiny Hotels in total 
 ●  2027: 4000 Tiny Hotels in total 
 ●  2028: 5000 Tiny Hotels in total 
 ●  2029: 6000 Tiny Hotels in total 
 ●  2030: 8000 Tiny Hotels in total 
 ●  2031: 10000 Tiny Hotels in total 



 Thanks to the strength of what we have achieved and 
 what we have planned to do, we have an excellent 
 relationship with a lot of exchanges that greatly 
 appreciate the project! 

 Exchanges like Latoken, Coinstore, Coinsbit, Hotbit, 
 P2Pb2b, etc. have already sent us their proposals to get 
 listed! Kucoin is seriously considering a collaboration. 

 So thanks to the exchange platforms, you will be able to 
 sell your BAM tokens to the thousands of customers 
 registered with them. 



 Dear community, here is our o�er: 

 >> Participate in the 
 construction of the first 
 sustainable, innovative and 
 trendy hotel chain by getting 
 your "utility tokens" = The only 
 way to access the services of 
 Tiny Hotels 

 >> Keep or trade your BAMs at 
 your convenience if you do not 
 intend to use them one day 
 #Bamonyo #Ballon #BAMs 


